
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

MHSA STAKEHOLDER GROUP 
Friday March 23, 2018 

2:00-4:00pm 

2000 Embarcadero Cove, Oakland 
 

Alvarado Niles Conference Room – 5th Floor 
 

To participate by phone, dial-in to this number: (605) 475-4834 

Participant access code: 102839 
 

MISSION 

The MHSA Stakeholder Group 
advances the principles of the Mental 

Health Services Act and the use of 
effective practices to assure the 

transformation of the mental health 
system in Alameda County. The group 
reviews funded strategies and provides 
counsel on current and future funding 

priorities. 

VALUE 
STATEMENT 

We maintain a focus 
on the people 
served, while 

working together 
with openness and 

mutual respect. 

FUNCTIONS 

The MHSA Stakeholder Group: 

 Reviews the effectiveness of MHSA strategies 

 Recommends current and future funding priorities 

 Consults with BHCS and the community on promising 
approaches that have potential for transforming the mental 
health systems of care 

 Communicates with BHCS and relevant mental health 
constituencies. 

MEETING WILL START AT 2:00 PM 

I. 2:00 pm   Introductions & Updates 

 

II.  2:15 pm  MHSA Audit Report (http://www.auditor.ca.gov/pdfs/reports/2017-117.pdf) 

  

III.  3:00 pm Innovative Programs - Stakeholder Roles and Input Process  

 Review Projects and Proposals 

 Make recommendations to BHCS  

 Communication to community re. MHSA programs and stakeholder input process  

 INN Subcommittee –Review and Evaluation 

 

Attached Documents: 

1. MHSA Audit Fact Sheet 

2. MHSA Audit Chart Table A: The 59 Local Mental Health Agencies’ MHSA Fund Balances FY2015-16 (p.46 & 47) 

3. FY18-20 MHSA Budget 

4. INN Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 

5. MHSA Stakeholder Group Minutes (2/23/18) 

 

Next Meetings: April 27, 2018; May 25, 2018  

 

 

 
 

ALCOHOL, DRUG & MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES      2000 Embarcadero Cove, Suite 400                       

CAROL BURTON, LMSW,  INTERIM DIRECTOR      Oakland, California  94606       
          (510-) 567-8100 / TTY (510) 533-5018 
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FACT SHEET
February 27, 2018 

Report 2017-117

CONTACT:  Margarita Fernández  |  (916) 445-0255 x 343  |  MargaritaF@auditor.ca.govElaine M. Howle  State Auditor

Mental Health Services Act
The State Could Better Ensure the Effective Use of Mental Health Services Act Funding

Background
To provide effective services and treatment for those who 
suffer from mental illness or who are at risk of mental illness, 
in 2004 California voters approved Proposition 63—the Mental 
Health Services Act (MHSA). The act imposes a 1 percent 
income tax on individuals earning more than $1 million a 
year in order to expand existing mental health programs and 
services at the local level. In fiscal year 2015–16, the MHSA 
generated $1.5 billion, of which the State allocated $1.4 billion 
to the 59 county and local mental health agencies (local 
mental health agencies). We evaluated how two state entities, 
the Department of Health Care Services (Health Care Services) 
and the Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability 
Commission (Oversight Commission), oversee MHSA funding. 
We also assessed how three local mental health agencies—
Alameda, Riverside, and San Diego counties—monitor projects 
that they support with MHSA funding.

Key Recommendations
• Health Care Services should do the following:

» Ensure that local mental health agencies spend MHSA funds 
in a timely manner by implementing policies and processes 
to reallocate any MHSA funds that are unspent within the 
statutory time frames, clarify that the interest earned on 
unspent MHSA funds is subject to reversion requirements, 
and establish an acceptable MHSA reserve level.

» Regularly analyze fund balances to identify excess fund 
balances and distribute those funds accordingly.

» Implement fiscal and program oversight of local mental 
health agencies.

• The Oversight Commission should continue discussions on 
innovative approaches to meeting requirements of the MHSA, 
complete internal program review processes, and establish 
statewide outcome metrics.

Key Findings
• Health Care Services has not provided effective direction to local mental 

health agencies on how to spend MHSA funds.

» It has not developed a process for recovering MHSA funds from local mental 
health agencies after time frames for spending the funds have elapsed—
agencies maintain excessive MHSA reserves and have accumulated 
$2.5 billion in unspent funds as of fiscal year 2015–16 of which they should 
have returned over $230 million to be redistributed to agencies.

» There is no guidance in how local mental health agencies should treat 
interest they earn on MHSA funds and thus, agencies accumulated over 
$80 million in interest on unspent MHSA funds. Also, the three agencies 
we visited did not have policies on how to spend interest earned.

» Because it has not required local mental health agencies to adhere 
to a standard reserve level, agencies hold reserves of MHSA 
funds—$535 million as of fiscal year 2015–16.

» Although it knew of a $225 million fund balance in the state Mental 
Health Services Fund, it had not determined whether the balance was 
owed to local mental health agencies or was an accounting error.

• Health Care Services inadequately oversees the MHSA funds that local 
mental health agencies receive.

» It has not enforced reporting deadlines—only one of the 59 agencies 
submitted its fiscal year 2015–16 annual report on time.

» Although it developed a fiscal audit process in 2014, its audits focus on 
data and processes that are at least seven years old, and has yet to develop 
regulations to allow agencies to appeal findings.

• Although the Oversight Commission is implementing processes to 
evaluate the effectiveness of MHSA-funding programs, it still needs to 
develop guidance on the Innovation program approval process, complete 
an internal process for reviewing reports to ensure data is reliable and 
timely, and develop metrics to evaluate the outcome of the triage grants 
on a statewide level.
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Mental Health Services Act
FY18-20 Fiscal Outlook -DRAFT

MHSA Funding Estimates
For CSS, PEI, and INN only (in millions)

SOURCES FY 17/18 FY 18/19 FY19/20

1. Available Unexpended Funds $63.6 $47.0 $25.5

2. Current Year MHSA State Allocation $67.3 $66.7 $69.0

Total Available in MHSA Trust Fund $130.9M $113.7M 94.5

USES FY 17/18 FY 18/19 FY19/20

1. MHSA Programs (CSS, PEI, INN) $83.9 $88.2 $88.0

YEAR-END UNEXPENDED FUNDS $47.0M $25.5M $6.5

PRUDENT RESERVE BALANCE $36M $36M $36M
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FACT SHEET 
 

 

Innovation (INN) Guidelines 
Effective Oct. 1, 2015 

 

 
This fact sheet directly quotes the INN proposed guidelines and resource materials that were issued on 

July 2015. Visit: http://mhsoac.ca.gov/document/2016-03/innovation-regulations 
 
I. PRIMARY PURPOSE 
 
Innovation (INN) must be used for the following primary purposes:  

 Increase access to underserved groups  

 Increase the quality of services, including better outcomes  

 Promote interagency collaboration  

 Increase access to services  
 
Counties must select one or more of these purposes for each INN project. The selected purpose(s) will 
be the key focus for learning and change. 
 
II. DEFINITIONS 
 
An INN project is one that contributes to learning, rather than a primary focus on providing a service, in 
one or more of the following three ways: 

 Introduces new mental health practices/approaches including prevention and early intervention that 
have never been done before, or  

 Makes a change to an existing mental health practice/approach, including adaptation for a new 
setting or community, or  

 Introduces a new application to the mental health system of a promising community-driven 
practice/approach or a practice/approach that has been successful in non-mental health contexts or 
settings. 

 
An INN project may introduce a novel, creative, and/or ingenious approach to a variety of mental health 
practices, including those aimed at prevention and early intervention. 
 
Restrictions: A practice/approach that has been successful in one community mental health setting 
cannot be funded as an INN project in a different community even if the practice/approach is new to that 
community, unless it is changed in a way that contributes to the learning process. Merely addressing an 
unmet need is not sufficient to receive funding under this component.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
III. PLANNING PROCESS 

 

Mental Health Services Act 
Innovation Component 
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Scope: INN projects may address issues faced by children, transition age youth, adults, older adults, 
families (self-defined), neighborhoods, tribal and other communities, counties, multiple counties, or 
regions. The project may initiate, support and expand collaboration and linkages, especially connections 
between systems, organizations and other practitioners not traditionally defined as a part of mental 
health care. The project may influence individuals across all life stages and all age groups, including 
multigenerational practices/approaches.  
 
New INN Project Approval: INN project approval involves a two-step process.  Fully developed INN 
project ideas can either be included in the County’s Three Year or Plan Update or be submitted as a 
stand-alone document that’s posted for 30-day public comment and then submitted to the County Board 
of Supervisors for approval.  Once a County has received Board approval it shall submit an INN Project 
Plan to the Mental Health Services Oversight and Accountability Commission (MHSOAC) for approval of 
INN project funds. The MHSOAC approves all INN funds for each new INN Project. INN funds cannot be 
spent until the MHSOAC approves the INN project and budget. 
 
Time Limits: Each INN project has up to 5 years for implementation.  
 
Regional Collaboration: Collaboration among counties is encouraged under INN. Two or more counties 
may work together on a joint INN project.  
 
Non-Supplant: According to CCR, Title 9, Division 1, Chapter 14, section 3410, the MHSA non-supplant 
requirements related to county expenditures must be met. 
 
V. REPORTING & EVALUATION 
 
Data Collection: INN project reports must include participants’ demographic data on age, race, ethnicity, 
primary language, sexual orientation, disability, veteran status, gender, and other relevant data.  
 
Evaluation: The evaluation component of each INN project shall include INN project outcomes related to 
the selected primary purpose and INN activities that contributed to successful outcomes. INN project 
results shall be disseminated to stakeholders. There shall be stakeholder involvement in evaluation and 
continuation of INN projects.  
 
Sustainability Planning: If an INN project has proven to be successful and a county chooses to 
continue it, the work plan must transition to a different funding. Counties may consider integrating a 
successful INN project into other components when planning for the future. County shall consider how to 
provide continuity for participants with SMI after the implementation of INN project. 
  

 
For more information on ACBHCS Innovative Programs visit www.acinnovations.org 
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Alameda County Mental Health Services Act Stakeholder’s Meeting 

February 23, 2018 • 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm 

  Alvarado Niles Room, 2000 Embarcadero Cove, Suite 400, Oakland, CA 94606 
 

Meeting called to order by Chair Linda Leung Flores 

 

Present Representatives: Viveca Bradley (POCC), Margot Dashiell (AC Family Coalition), Alane Friedrich (Mental Health Board), 

Janet King (Native American Health Center), Elaine Peng (NAMI Chinese, MHACC (Mental Health Association for Chinese 

Communities)), Liz Rebensdorf (NAMI), Tracy Hazelton (MHSA Division Director, BHCS), Linda Leung Flores (MHSA Senior 

Planner, BHCS) and Terri Kennedy (Administrative Assistant for MHSA Division, BHCS). 

 

Phone-in participants: Karen Grimsich (City of Fremont), James “Scotty” Scott (Reaching Across) 

 

ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

MHSA Plan & 

Innovations 

PowerPoint 

Presentation and 

Q&A 

(Linda Leung Flores 

and Tracy Hazelton) 

 

Feedback on presentation: 

Margot D: 

 It would be helpful for the slides showing 

where MHSA funding is already in play to 

feature how impacted these current 

programs are (i.e. Woodroe, BOSS, etc.)- 

how full are they? Is there a waitlist? 

(On slides 3-6) 

 I would like to see the demographics of 

the survey participants. Was the family 

member population surveyed? Did they do 

outreach to get survey responses, or just 

POCC? 

Viveca B.: 

 In regard to the PEI FY 18-20 changes, 

what is “African”? What languages will 

be picked to offer?  

 Let’s think about labels to differentiate 

between African and African American, 

and let the public know the services are 

for Non-English speaking or Non-

American born African populations. 

 

 Liz R. to set-up and meet with 

a subcommittee of 

Stakeholders to review the 

prior INN projects evaluations 

to review and extract what 

worked with these projects  

*A sign-up sheet was passed 

around, Terri typed and emailed to 

Linda. 

INN projects updates 

& discussion 

(Linda Leung Flores 

and Tracy Hazelton) 

 

Concerns expressed around implementation 

and sustainability for the INN projects: 

 Where is the connection piece “missing 

link” to connect these projects with 

organizations who can keep them 

running? 

Responses to the concerns and other updates: 

 The best way for these projects to succeed 

is to have a BHCS System of Care pick 

them up after their INN grant is up. Of all 

of the past 18-month programs, only one 

moved forward past the grant time. The 

new projects proposed for funding have a 

much greater chance of stability because 

they’re going to run for longer and 

because the people involved in the project 

are directors in BHCS who are already 
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ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

investing in the projects in hopes of 

picking them up after the INN grant 

period has ended 

 There has been a change of regulations for 

INN project grants re: Evaluations and 

sustainability. These new regulations were 

considered when looking for projects to 

implement moving forward. 

 In April or May of this year, the 

Stakeholder Committee will be able to 

review the new INN project proposals 

going to the Oversight and Accountability 

Commission (OAC). RFPs are done after 

they OAC approves. 

Q&A about proposed 

INN project 

Community 

Assessment and 

Transport Team  

(Kate Jones, BHCS) 

Feedback/Questions/Concerns about the proposed 

Community Assessment and Transport Team 

(CATT) INN Project: 

Margot D.: 

 The concept of changing the range of 

options when a 5150 is called and that you 

can medically clear clients in the 

ambulance is all great.  

 If they want to go to John George, 

Woodroe, will the ambulance staff know 

ahead of time that there are beds 

available? 

Kate Jones: Yes, ideally- that is the goal. 

 

Margot D.: 

 The concern is with the service area set 

for implementation. It’s to start in an area 

that not of the highest need. Oakland has 

the highest need, so why wouldn’t this 

start there? 

Kate Jones: This project is to start as a “smaller 

test of change”. Hopefully we can start in San 

Leandro and Hayward, where the 5150s account 

for about 12-15% of the county’s 5150 calls. Then 

we would consider expanding into Oakland after 

learning/adjusting/reworking before expansion. 

This allows for better preparation for the team and 

a chance to learn first. The Ashland/Cherryland 

area is underserved, and a lot of released inmates 

end up living in that area. BHCS also hopes that 

this pilot will help build a stronger connection 

with the police. Additionally, it was proposed 

today that we make this a 5 year project instead of 

a 3 year, with plans to expand services into 

Oakland in 2 ½ years with a different approach.  

New pilot for Oakland: We would like to 

reconfigure the pilot for CATT for Oakland (based 

on statistics) to include: 

 Looking to have 1 or 2 CATT teams or 

“Paramedics Plus” to focus on high 

utilizers 

 Kate Jones will mention this 

suggested 1 ½ year launch 

date goal to the CATT project 

team on behalf of the 

Stakeholder committee. 
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ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

 Assess/differential diagnosis 

 Once cleared medically, get them matched 

to the appropriate care needed. 

Margot D.: 

 Why not start in Oakland, but on a smaller 

scale, in certain neighborhoods? 

Kate Jones: It’s challenging for communities to 

accept that services are limited to specific areas 

(found that to be true with MET). Also, we really 

want the team to be experts before we come into 

the biggest city. 

 

Viveca B.: 

 This has potential to be a great program, 

and a “test-run” is always smart, but this 

is a huge amount of money to be spent on 

a “small test”. 

 Another thing to think about in planning is 

how vastly different the population of the 

cities are. 

 Viveca thinks 1 ½ years is long enough to 

run before expanding into Oakland. She’s 

willing to help in any way possible. She 

mentioned having contacts at the office of 

the Chief of Police she would gladly reach 

out to. 

Kate Jones: Will mention this suggested 1 ½ year 

launch date goal to the team on behalf of the 

Stakeholder committee. 

 

Additional information from Kate Jones: 

Goals: 

 Hoping to create more teams and get a 

chance to merge funds (i.e. Measure A 

funds) to keep the project going. 

 New project variation: Teams for high 

utilizers and teams for non-police 

transport, AM and PM teams, etc. 

 To serve individuals in accordance with 

their health plans 

Utilization of funds: 

 Can’t afford RNs and EMTs, so only 

using EMTs for the project 

 Pay for clinicians 

 Paying for equipment and supplies 

 Paying for the vehicles 

Staff duties: 

 EMTs will do medical clearance 

 Clinicians will do psychiatric clearance 

 Drug involved incident- send to 

Cherryhill? 

 Alcohol involved incident- send to 

Emergency Room 

Sustainability: 
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ITEM DISCUSSION ACTION 

 HCSA, Public Health and Environmental 

Health agencies are all very interested in 

this project and are discussing 

participation to help is succeed. 

  

 

 

Q&A about Wellness 

Centers 

(Jen Mullane and Kim 

Coady, BHCS) 

Margot D. 

Concern: 

 She was at the Townhouse a lot in 2015, 

looking to attend the next visit with the 

Wellness Center Advisory Committee. 

She will investigate more before 

commenting, but her concern is with the 

level of engagement with the consumers 

who are there. What is the Townhouse 

hoping to achieve?  

Compliment: 

 The kitchen is working. They now offer 

breakfast and lunch, and that gets people 

in the door. 

 

Viveca B.’s remarks: 

 There is no engagement at the 

Townhouse, just a kitchen. There is a 

calendar posted with activities 

“scheduled” and none of the activities take 

place. People are just there sitting. Viveca 

has offered to teach an art class on several 

occasions, and got nowhere with that. She 

has attempted to start activities at both 

Lakehurst and the Townhouse with no 

avail. 

 James “Scotty” Scoot has a Townhouse in 

Fremont and it’s working- that shows that 

this model CAN work. We should 

evaluate what they’re doing. 

Jen Mullane’s remarks: 

 These places were Creative Wellness 

Centers, but in 2012 the model changed. 

We take these concerns very seriously, as 

we left the contracts to allow creativity. 

 The momentum around implementing 

changes is picking up now with the 

involvement of the Advisory Committee. 
 

Kim Coady’s remarks: 

 Will email notes from the Committee and 

demographic data to those in the 

Stakeholder Committee who are 

interested. 

 

 Margot D. to continue 

involvement with the Wellness 

Center Advisory Committee 

and conduct further 

investigations on the current 

conditions. 

 Kim Coady will email notes 

from the Wellness Center 

Advisory Committee and 

demographic data to those in 

the Stakeholder Committee 

who are interested. 

 

Next Stakeholder meeting: Friday, March 23rd from 2-4 p.m., Alvarado Niles Room. 
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MHSA Stakeholder Group Roster/ Composition

(Non-Staff Only)

First Name Last Name Agency/Affiliation G
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Alane Friedrich Mental Health Board Female 1 All N

Viveca Bradley
Pool of Consumer 

Champions
Female 1

Diverse/ 

Cultural Ethnic 

Grp; Homeless 

All OA N

James Scott Reaching Across Male 1 All C S E

Julia Eagan Telecare Female 1 All

Margot Dashiell
Alameda County Family 

Coalition
Female 1

Diverse/ 

Cultural
A N

Liz Rebensdorf NAMI Female 1 A N

Karen Grimsich City of Fremont Female 1 OA C S

Janet King
Native American Health 

Center 
Female 1 Underserved All N

Sreyneang Lim
Center for Empowering 

Refugees & Immigrants
Female 1 Underserved C/Y T N

Tracy Murray Area Agency on Aging Female 1 OA All

Leah Weinzimer
Partnerships for Trauma 

Recovery Female 
1

Underserved A N

Elaine Peng NAMI, FERC
Female 1 Underserved All S

TOTALS 3 3 5 1 5 5 1 1 3 3 1 7 2 3 1

Respresentation % 14% 14% 24% 24% 24% 5% 5% 14% 14% 5% 33% 10% 14% 5%

MHSA Stakeholder Guidelines Membership 

1. Currently 12 members. Need total of 21 Members Number of members required: 21

2.  25% Consumers; 25% Family members; 25% Providers. Number of current members : 12

3. MHSA Stakeholder Group includes representation for:  Number of members needed: 9

a. The five Alameda County Supervisorial districts

b. Older Adult, Adult, TAY, and Children age groups

f. Consumers

g. Families

h. Community Based Organizations (CBOs)

i. Homeless population with Serious Mental Illness (SMI)

j. Underserved populations

k. Primary Care Providers

l. Diverse Cultural and Ethnic groups

Stakeholder Representation

Need Diverse Cultural/ Ethnic Groups w/ Rep in  Latino, Afghan, Pacific Islander Communities

Stakeholder Group roster 3-23-18 Page 1
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